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October 2008. An evening out with friends in ChengDu, China. The mobile phone
rings just once , then stops…
Tang Zhi Gang saw that his home security system had automatically dialed his
mobile, signaling that an alarm had been triggered. “I immediately called the
guard to check it out, but I was wondering why my mobile only rang once,” recalls
Mr. Tang. What he learned after returning home, made him glad that he’d had a
PowerMax security system installed in his home.
“Before I got the PowerMax, I was burgled four times and lost my laptop, mobile
and a good amount of cash. And then, early one morning a few months after I got
the system, someone tried to break in through my bedroom window. Luckily, the
PowerMax siren scared off the thieves before they even got inside the house.”
The next time, on that October evening, the thief was better prepared. He again
broke in through the bedroom window, this time immediately cutting the telephone
and power lines to the PowerMax control panel. But, the system had already called
Mr. Tang’s mobile, and the backup batteries kept the siren going. Scared, the thief
escaped, empty-handed, back through the window, just as the guard arrived.

Tang Zhi Gang / ChengDu, Sichuan Province,
People’s Republic of China

The PowerMax® family of wireless home security systems offers
advanced control panels for varied markets, from budget-conscious
to high-end. Exceptional reliability, proven performance and a wide
selection of wireless detectors and peripherals make PowerMax
systems the choice of installers, homeowners and monitoring
companies. Advanced GSM/GPRS/Broadband communication
options and remote control via computer and mobile phones further
differentiate PowerMax. Every day, hundreds of thousands of
households in more than 70 countries rely on Visonic PowerMax
systems to protect their homes and families.
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”Even that well-prepared
burglar was not fast
enough to get around my
security system. Nothing
was stolen, and now I’m
very careful to turn on the
PowerMax alarm every
time I leave the house.”

